As You Like It

Duke Frederick’s Court
• Rectilinear forms create a sense of
structure and constraint in the court of
the usurper Duke Frederick.
• The world draws on mid-century and
Cold War influences to create an
austere, subdued atmosphere
• Utilitarianism, Minimalism, G-Plan
furniture, practical textures and materials
• Sense of conformity, reinforcing a sense
of jeopardy if a character falls from their
social position or breaks the rules.

Colour Pallette

Orlando & Rosalind

Celia & Noble Ladies

Duke & Lords

As You Like It:

Duke Frederick’s Court
• Modern clothing with some subtle
references to 40s, 50s and 70s
• Uniform colour palette enforcing a
sense of sobriety and social order,
drawn from military uniforms.
• Court clothing is business-like formal, neat and modest
• Costumes are gender-specific with
women in skirts or dresses and
men in trousers and suits
• Clear social hierarchy, mostly
simple utilitarian clothing in plain
fabrics - knitwear, drill and cotton

Other Courtiers & Servants

• Richer fabrics for the Duke, Celia
and higher-up nobles

As You Like It:
Forest of Arden

• Inhabited by shepherds and farmers
Camp for the banished Duke Senior,
beyond Duke Frederick’s reach there is a
sense of rebellion and freedom from the
order and rules of court life
• Draws on imagery from pop-up
architecture, music festivals, British folk
traditions, orchard ladders
• More organic, rustic and recylced
materials and temporary structures
• Flagpoles suggest trees of the forest,
banners hint at the arrival of different
lords who have gone into the forest to
join Duke Senior.

As You Like It:
The Forest of Arden

• No rules on what to wear, each
outfit is a chaotic mismatch of
work-wear, hand-me-downs,
festival and bohemian styles, all
worn scruffily.
• Sense of rebellion, joie de vivre,
freedom from social rules

Chorus

Duke Senior & Company

• Clothing could be distressed
to look worn and a little grubby.
Relaxed fabrics like linen and
hemp
• Vibrant colours, warm earthy tones
and some grey-green elements
from ‘court’ clothing, tying the
costume worlds together.
• Duke Senior and his company
retain some items from court life,
mixed with eccentric items from
the local fashion, and traditional
country-fashions like wax-jackets
and gilets.
• A chorus dressed in loose clothes
and shades of green can help
abstractly create the forest.

Forest-dwellers, shepherds, exiles

Celia

Rosalind

Orlando

The Taming of
the Shrew
• Upper-Class characters in Padua
conform to a dress code and
colour pallette
• Ladies wear leisurely day-dresses
and demure occasion-dresses
in pastel tones, Gentlemen wear
smart-casual or business-wear in
beige and white.

Katherine

Ladies of Padua

• Uniformity suggests a sense of
social expectation, quiet gentility
and patriarchy, a polite society into
which Katherine doesn’t fit.
• Petruchio is recognisable as
an outsider. He dresses more
flamboyantly and less smartly, to
match his eccentric character.
• Petruchio and Katherine both wear
darker red shades, identifying
them as a matching pair of social
misfits

Petruchio

Gentlemen of Padua

